
 

Summer Meeting #2 

 

Meeting Date: July 22nd, 2017 Meeting Time: 1:14 P.M. - 2:42 P.M. 

Location: USG Conference Room Note Taker: Andrea Valverde 

 
 

Attendees: 

Isabel Arias | Executive President Derny Fleurima | Executive Vice President 

Andrea Valverde | Executive Secretary Ehtasham Bhatti | Executive Treasurer 

Erica Yang | VP of Student Services Frances Subervi | VP of Campus Affairs 

Suleman Aleem | VP of Academic Affairs Daniel Morote | VP of Legislative Affairs 

Rachel Liang | Chair of Graphic Design Nicole Taniguchi | Chair of Marketing 

Josue Mendez | Representative Senator Arvis Chen | Chair of Clubs and Organizations 

Brandon Paillere | Representative Senator Zakari Abubakar | Representative Senator 

Hamed Doumbia | Representative Senator Molly Bhuiyan | Representative Senator 

Arseny Averyanov | Representative Senator Tarak Chowdhury | Representative Senator 

 
*Meeting begins at 1:14 P.M.* 

REPORTS 

 
I. Derny Fleurima | Executive Vice President 

A. We will go over the Ice Cream Event Summary; was it a good turnout? Any ideas for the next 

summer event? We will talk about the survival guide, focus on getting club descriptions. Also as a 



side note, please be on time for the next meetings. Punctuality is important. People are still not 

here and that’s not acceptable. Be like Molly , she was here before me. To be early is to be on 

time! If you’re not gonna be at the meeting let me or Isabel know 1 or 2 days before. Anyway, 

let’s go into it. 
II. Frances Subervi | VP of Campus Affairs 

A. Good turn out because it was free ice scream. We didn’t know how to differentiate if somebody 

was an undergrad or in summer camp. There were ordering issues; not enough cups or spoons. 

Helpers; Nicole, Hamed, Molly made it work. Nicole went to steal spoons from cafeteria. Another 

thing to point out is that people didn’t know who we were, because we didn’t have like a 

sign/banner. 

1. Nicole: We tried to find the banner but we didn’t know where it was, so next time we 

should have it ahead of time. 

2. Suleman: We have to look around for it, usually gets thrown in the back 

3. Isabel: Before the school years starts, I will need a couple of people go to the USG suite 

and go through all cabinets and drawers, and take tally of everything we have. As a way 

to be aware of what we have as inventory. Reorganize so that USG banners could be 

found easily. These people will also have to count supplies, tablecloths, banners. If 
anyone is interested in volunteering let me know, and soon we will have the key to go 

ahead and do that. 

4. Derny: I know some of you had ideas for our second summer event, let’s decide on what 

we’re doing. This event would take place before the end of the second summer session. 

B. An idea was to have a BBQ , already started looking at ARBY'S and DALLAS BBQ, already got 

quotes. We will speak to Ehtasham about how to proceed. We are aiming to have the event on 

August 17th because that the last day of classes. 

1. Molly: We should have had more volunteers at our first summer event. That would’ve 

resulted in the event going smoother and easier . Shouldn’t have been one person 

scooping for 3 hours, more ppl in order to speak to students about USG and not only 

giving out ice scream. 

2. Tarak: It’s summer so a lot of people are working/internships, we don’t have committee 

members yet so that’s probably why there wasn’t as much people as we would have 

hoped. 

3. Zakari: We need to market our events better in a way that calls out for volunteers as 

well. Committee heads should get started on recruiting committee members to have more 

volunteers. 

III. Derny Fleurima | Executive Vice President 
A. So the major points are; we need more volunteers, VP’s should begin recruiting committee 

members. Also, as a side note; if you guys have any questions feel free or each out to me or Isabel 

or even former USG members for help. 



UNFINISHED BUSINESS 

 

I. Rachel Liang | Chair of Graphic Designs 
A. Ideas for layout and cover of survival guide in the works, but content is missing, Will send out link 

and create a chat with everyone who has volunteered to help out. Chat is to be cohesive and for 

everyone to be on the same page, club's’ information is still missing. 

B. Ehtasham reached out to me and a couple other people, they wanted to add new stuff to the guide. 

If you have any ideas just shoot me a message and I can work on it. 
1. Derny: I’m pretty ambitious, and I want the survival guide to be different than previous 

years. Please reach out to Rachel if you have any suggestions/ideas. Arvis if you could go 

into getting the content. 
2. Arvis: We are aiming to get all 105 club descriptions, we already have 103. Rachel what 

do you need aside from club descriptions? 

3. Rachel: 2-3 sentences club descriptions, very short like a tweet; 140 characters. Not 

every club has a room number but if they do that would be cool to have. Highest quality 

logos. And email - point of contact. Overall, name, clubroom, description, email, logo.  

 

II. Erica Yang | VP of Student Services 
A. Welcome Week Themes/Ideas 

1. Every welcome week should have theme, previous year has been carnival. Does anyone 

have fun ideas for welcome week? 

2. Boroughs Theme 

B. We want as many volunteers as possible for convocation day. 

C. Will create group chat tonight. 

 

III. Ehtasham Bhatti | Executive Treasurer 
A. First and foremost, hope you’re all having a wonderful summer. To Frances, Molly, Hamed; 

fantastic job with event. To Rachel; thank you for leading survival guide. Currently working on 

treasury notes, being trained by Austin. One of the biggest problems is that club leaders do not 

know what forms to use. Creating google doc with Austin and printing out on laminated cards so 

club leaders can have it literally in the back of their pockets. Hasn’t been done before so hopefully 

works out. Conducting focus groups and surveys to see the strengths and weaknesses of club life 

and USG. Working with OSL to update their page of their informers, their version of a survival 

guidebook about clubs. Working with Suzanna, David, and Arvis. Please feel free to ask me any 

questions. Giving you all info at once is too much to process, therefore, sending it out to you all 

part by part. 



B. If you are hosting a summer event, and you want to do a pre bill regardless of the time and date, 

pre bills take 4-6 week because it has to go through me, accounting unit, and OSL to get all 

signatures. It’s almost impossible and even harder during summer. Summer event #2 going to be 

harder to get pre bills made. If you are hosting an event in September to October, there is a way to 

make a prebill just speak to me. Contact vendor, maybe they’ll let you pay after the event. IF they 

don’t want to do that then we do pre bill. Rule of thumb is the vendor to get paid after the event. If 
you guys are planning to do food and drinks, reimbursement is the way to go. If there are big 

contracts ideally get them paid after the event. But if not possible, we will have to begin the prebill 

process. Tell vendor, we’re a school, we are tax exempt, and we will pay after event. 

 

IV. Tarak Chowdhury | Representative Senator 
A. Update on Sell/Buy Books Event; after talking to OSL, they okayed the event but I have to get 

permission from Accounting Department. But Accounting Department said strictly no, because 

last time AU had to reimburse student for book returns. SO we decided to make it a donation 

event. Second week of classes, during club hours, and students can take the books they want for 

free. Whatever is left over, we’ll donate to a public library. Incentive to donating, all students who 

donate will receive one ticket to enter a raffle for a $25 card. Table or board members can't win the 

raffle but they should donate. Already working with Nicole on promotion/marketing. 

 

V. Erica Yang | VP of Student Services 
A. USG Retreat. 

1. We are contacting all camps. Most host their own camps during summer, therefore, a lot 

aren’t even available for the dates we offered. As of now we have one main option, if we 

move the date it might be easier, and will open up more camps. It looks like August 

19-20 has only one camp option. But we can push back the date further and have more 

camp options as well as time to prepare. 

2. Is anyone opposed? 

 

VI. Zakari Abubakar | Representative Senator 
A. In regards to the donation of books for Tarak’s event; we should create a survey to figure out the 

metrics behind it to get an estimated idea of how many students are willing to donate. Essentially 

to see if there’s even a point in doing the event.  

1. Daniel: We should specify the price of the gift card. 

2. Brandon: I don’t see why people would donate if they could sell the books and get 

money instead. 

3. Suleman: Some books are with codes so you can’t sell them at all, they’re worthless. 

4. Tarak: Students can take books, not a whole stack, but could take a couple of them. 

5. Arseny: Let’s see the logistics of what we get the most of right now and then promote it 
based on that. 



6. Tarak: Please tell your friends and help promote. 

7. Molly: There could be 2 different prize methods, on one side the raffle from the students 

the donated, on the other side make it a club competition (club with the most books wins 

prize). 

8. Tarak: Great idea, if you have any idea as to what to give the club winner, send it my 

way. 

9. Ehtasham: For the club competition, we could give the winner $100 co sponsorship. 

10. Isabel: We do have another option; Co-sponsorship could be one prize, but also USG 

gets the MultiPurpose Room a couple of times throughout the year, we could raffle off 

the MultiPurpose Room on a Thursday night as a second option. 

11. Tarak: Stick to one of them only, and use the prize not used for another club 

competition. 

PRESIDENT’S REPORT 

 

I. Isabel Arias | Executive President 
A. General Interest Meeting: Chairs and VPs already have their assignments throughout the school 

year, wanted to give the GIM to a representative senator, someone should volunteer. We didn’t do 

GIM last year, but I wanted to bring it back this year. Either large scale or small scale, 

1. Volunteers: Arseny and Tarak 

B. Any group chats for events or initiatives, please put me in it to stay updated. If u need me to get in 

contact with any departments or OSL, let me know. 

1. Arseny: (For the GIM) any specific time or location? 

2. Tarak: Host during club hours to have more people attend. 

3. Josue: Not a good idea during our table session, too many people. 

4. Daniel: Difference between town hall event and GIM. For the town hall we will have the 

whole table and make it sort of a Q&A. 

5. Ehtasham: Essentially the difference can be that the GIM is more relaxed and laid back, 

while the town hall is more formal. 

6. Isabel: Freshman don’t know the structure of USG. That should be covered during the 

GIM and explained thoroughly so that going into the town hall event they already know 

how USG works. 

7. Nicole: (GIM can consist of) Ice breaker, food, explain hierarchy, give students 

accessible steps to join the committees. 

8. Derny: Next meeting will most likely occur within the next 2 weeks. 

9. Tarak: Arseny and I can come to next meeting ready with ideas. 

10. Brandon: Marketing for GIM. Flyering? Tableing? 

11. Arseny: Let us brainstorm and we’ll get back to you. 



C. We need 2 spearheads for convocation, we’ll give out our survival guides then. 

1. Make sure we have our giveaways for convocation and survival guides. Giveaways will 

be the left overs we have from last year.  

2. Volunteers to spearhead convocation: Erica 

D. Senator Sunday; (to Nicole) volunteers to see who wants to do profiles. 

1. MVP of the month for USG; survey to nominate board member to win award. And it’ll 
be on the website. First MVP of the month; she has shown many times throughout the 

summer her commitment and hard work. Always one of the first people to volunteer. 

Responsible for the business cards we’re about to get…. Rachel Liang is our MVP of the 

month!!  I appreciate all of you for all you’ve done. Let’s keep up the good work! 

 

*Meeting ends at 2:42 P.M.* 

 

 

 

 
 
 


